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Abstract

This introduction aims at giving an overview of the questions and problems addressed jointly in Natural Language Processing and Cognitive Science. More precisely, the idea of this introduction, and more generally of this book, is to address how these fields can fertilize each other, bringing recent advances to produce richer studies.

Natural Language Processing is fundamentally dealing with semantics and more generally with knowledge. Cognitive Science is also mostly dealing with knowledge: how knowledge is acquired and processed in the brain. The two domains have developed largely independently, as we will see in the introduction, but there are obvious links between the two, and a large number of researchers have investigated problems involving the two fields, either in the data or the methods used.

1 On the Relationships between Natural Language Processing and Cognitive Sciences

1.1 A quick historical overview

The landscape of Natural Language Processing (NLP) has dramatically changed in the last decades. Until recently, it was generally assumed that one first needs to adequately formalize an information context (for example information contained in a text) in order to be able to subsequently develop applications dealing with semantics (see e.g. [81, 4, 67]). This initial step involved manipulating large knowledge bases of manually hand-crafted rules, has resulted in the new field of “knowledge engineering” [13].

Knowledge can be seen as the result of the confrontation of our a priori ideas with the reality of the outside world. This leads to several difficulties: i) the task is potentially infinite since people constantly perceive a multiplicity of things; ii) perception interferes with information already registered in the brain,
leading to complex inferences with common sense knowledge; iii) additionally, very little is known about how information is processed in the brain, which make things even harder to formalize.

To answer some of these issues, a common assumption is that knowledge could be disconnected from perception, which led to projects aiming at developing large static databases of “common sense knowledge”, from CYC [52] to more recent general domain ontologies like ConceptNet [56]. However, these projects have always led to databases that, despite their sizes, were never enough to completely and accurately formalize a given domain, and domain-independent applications were thus even more unattainable. Moreover, very quickly different problems appeared since contradicting facts, variable point of views and subjective information cannot be directly formalized in a static database aiming to provide a general and multi-purpose source of “ground-truth” information.

Despite these issues, a formalization of the textual content has often been the basis of most treatments for more than 50 years, since the beginning of NLP as a field in the late 1940s, with the creation of the first computers, to the late 1990s [46]. Things have gradually changed in the last 20 to 25 years, for two main reasons: i) the power of modern computers, capable of providing extensive calculation capacities and storing amazingly large collections of data and ii) the availability of data through the Web, which provides an unseen and constantly expanding collection of text, image and videos that goes far beyond anything people imagined before. Current corpora contain several billion words, leading to new discoveries “just” by finding patterns revealed by automatic means. As for the text processing domain, machine learning approaches [59] are capable of discovering rare word configurations and rare correlations, leading to constant progress and better performances, even for rare events.

Machine learning approaches are now prominent and achieve the best results on most tasks, including when semantics is at stake. Empirical approaches are generally geared towards practical tasks (e.g. parsing or machine translation) and most of the time do not implement any specific theory, let alone any cognitive considerations.

As a consequence, cognitive science and NLP have both evolved quite independently in last decades. On the one hand, the latter has made impressive progress in most tasks. Performance of complex systems can now be considered as satisfactory for some tasks and some specific needs, even if the results are still far from perfect. One example is the IBM Watson system that won Jeopardy[1] a few years ago [33]. On the other hand, cognitive science has also made much progress, leading to new insights in our knowledge of language processing in the brain.

So, why should we try to establish any link between these two domains if they have largely evolved apart from each other? Is it even relevant to try to establish links? We think we should answer positively to these questions since new connexions can be established between the two fields. NLP now widely uses
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1Jeopardy is an American TV game similar to a question answering task, except that candidates have to find questions corresponding to answers, rather than answers corresponding to questions
new methods based on machine learning techniques. Even if these methods are not linked to any specific cognitive theory, they provide the means for extracting relevant information from very large masses of data. This could be compared to the activity of the human brain extracting information all the time from the different channels of perception.

Ongoing research in both domains can also be enlightening for the other domain. For example distributional models are relevant for semantic theory, as well as for cognitive theories. These results can be used in studies related to lexical structure and lexical storage in the brain, and more applied fields such as language acquisition and and language pathology studies.

The opposite is also true: cognitive science have largely adopted computational models as a way to formalize, test and validate exiting theories, especially in the field of language comprehension. One of the main goals of language comprehension is to elaborate predictive models of “language complexity”, often through what is called “surprisal effect”: a linguistic sequence is more or less complex depending on its structure and on the frequency of lexical items used to form a sentence. The next word of a sequence can be predicted more or less accurately (with more or less “surprise”) and traditional hypotheses can now be tested and validated with computational models. These models complement traditional methods, including real tests and neuro-imaging experiments (especially based on EEG) by providing a sound and formal basis for these previous proposals.

1.2 Artificial and natural systems

There is a long tradition of reflecting on the relation between natural and artificial systems [41]. In Artificial Intelligence, often the goal is not to directly reproduce how information is processed in the brain, since there is a clear lack of knowledge on how the brain works. Rather, scientists and philosophers are more interested in the results obtained by artificial systems. For example, we can ask ourselves: to what extent can a machine produce valuable results for tasks such as text production or, more specifically, translation or dialogue? Is it possible to dialogue with a machine without noticing the interlocutor is a machine and not a human? Is it possible to get a translation produced by a machine and not realizing the translation has not been made by a human being? In other words, to what extent is it possible to reproduce on a machine tasks involving some kind of “intelligence”?

These are exactly the kinds of questions Turing was dealing with in the 1940s and which led him to propose the famous Turing Test. The test states that if a machine is able to dialogue with a human without him noticing he is speaking with a machine, then this is the sign that the computer has some form of intelligence [39] [63].

There have been numerous discussions on the validity of the Turing test, with the key point being whether a dialogue is enough to prove the existence of intelligence. Although even very simple systems are capable of generating seemingly interesting interactions, the levels of real “understanding” shown by
these machines are extremely limited. Let’s take the very famous example of Eliza, the dialoging system developed by Weizenbaum in 1966 [94]. This system was able to simulate a dialogue between a psychotherapist and a patient. Eliza was in fact just a series of regular expressions to derive questions from the patient’s utterances. It was able to produce, for example, the question “why are you afraid of X?” from the sentence “I am afraid of X”. The system also included a series of ready-made sentences that were used when no predefined patterns were applicable (for example “could you specify what you have in mind?”, “tell me more” or “really?”). Despite its simplicity, Eliza enjoyed great success, and some patients really thought they were conversing with a real doctor through a computer.

One important point is that artificial systems do not need to directly reproduce human strategy to perform different tasks involving knowledge and reasoning. They do not even have to perform the task, only give the illusion that it is performed. Eliza has proved that very simple systems are enough to deceive human beings to some extent. On the other hand, although humans may listen and answer superficially to their interlocutor in a conversation, in general they do perform these tasks using their brains and keeping track of the information expressed throughout the dialogue, and not just producing ready-made sentences without taking most of the previous exchanges into consideration.

Additionally, given the lack of knowledge about processes in the brain, the idea of drawing parallels between artificial and natural systems has never been seriously pursued. On the contrary, it has always been largely criticized. At best, artificial systems implement a specific theory but most often they just use a pragmatic approach, where what matters is the final result, not the way it is obtained (like with Eliza).

The 1990s popularized the use of machine learning methods for language processing [62, 59]. In this approach most of the knowledge comes from corpora, with the assumption that they are now large enough to provide sufficient evidence for further processing. In this case, the goal consists of identifying regularities in data that are likely to also be found in new data. The initial corpus (the training data) must be representative of the domain and should provide enough evidence so as to allow a good coverage of the data to be analyzed in the future. All NLP tasks have been affected by this new approach which currently dominates the field. For example, there are enough bilingual corpora available to directly train machine translation systems that use this data to translate new texts. There are also large treebanks with syntactically annotated texts that can be used to automatically construct statistical parsers trained on the data.

In this context, it is interesting to look at the role of semantics in the most recent generation of NLP systems. Generally, semantics and statistics are seen as opposites: on the one hand, content representation, on the other hand, computation. However, this opposition is far too simplistic. For example, statistics allows one to accurately characterize degrees of similarity between words or
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2This was at a time when machines were rare and people more technologically naive than today, less used to interacting with computers. However, with some adaptation the same kind of experiment could probably still be reproduced nowadays.
between documents \cite{70,86}, capturing some semantics. Statistics also offer powerful ways of representing word senses through a precise analysis of the usage of words in context, thanks to distributional models or more recently to the highly popular word embeddings \cite{35}. One issue with these models is that there is no clear definition of what semantics, or even a word sense or a definition are. When we look at traditional dictionaries, it is immediately apparent that the number of senses per word differs: some dictionaries are more detailed, some more general, depending on their goal and their audience. However, word senses are not always mutually exclusive, and often different senses could be used to explain a word in context. The notion of graded word sense has been proposed to characterize this state of affairs: several word senses could apply to the same occurrence of a word, with different degrees of accuracy. In fact, Erk and McCarthy \cite{30} proved that different definitions of ambiguous words can be more or less relevant at the same time. For example, “paper” could refer to “report”, “publication”, or “medium for writing”, which are all supposed to be different word senses according to a reference dictionary. Therefore, word senses are not disjunct but largely overlap and often more than one word sense would be simultaneously activated for a given context. Statistics, by characterizing word meanings from usage and context gives complex representations that are very different from traditional ones, but can nevertheless be compared with cognitive models and may give more relevant results than previously.

Statistics are also relevant to characterize idioms, frozen expressions and even equivalencies between languages. In the last case, bilingual corpora can be aligned at the sentence or even at the word level \cite{84}. It is possible to observe more or less regular equivalencies between words in context, and compute similarities between sequences of variable length (m-n equivalencies, like between “potatoe” and “pomme de terre” or “kick the bucket” and “passer l’arme-gauche”), to take famous examples in French and English). Because computers can automatically process very large bilingual corpora (several millions or even billion words), it is now possible to get richer and infinitely more precise bilingual dictionaries than before. The structure of these dictionaries should be studied from a cognitive point of view in mind: they are interesting since they are obtained from raw data given as input, without a priori knowledge and without any pre-defined theory. It is in this sense that we can say that artificial models based on machine learning methods encode some form of meaning that may make sense form a cognitive point of view.

The last decade has also seen an impressive amount of research aiming at linking text and image \cite{25}, the more general idea being that the acquisition of word meaning is a multimodal process in which vision plays a major role. The issue is then to provide rich enough representations of multimodal input, since it is already difficult to provide a relevant and cognitively plausible representation of an image or a video. Large online collections of images along with their metadata have been used as way to develop models of acquisition of lexical meaning. One particularly interesting point in these experiments is that meaning is not fixed and is gradually associated to specific objects through the observation of regularities in the environments. However, despite their interest,
metadata contributes for these results providing very specific information and the relation between this kind of experiment and human perception should be questioned.

2 Recent Issues in Cognitive Aspects of Language Modeling

2.1 NLP and Language comprehension

Language comprehension has always been an important research issue both in linguistics and in cognitive science. For example, the 1970s and 1980s have seen a large body of research on grammar formalisms [34]. One issue was to show the plausibility of these models in terms of language comprehension [5]. These formalisms also provided information on language complexity, for example by highlighting equivalencies between linguistic phenomena and the formal devices needed to represent them [35].

Recent research have shown the convergence of models coming from both sides, linguistics and cognitive science. For example, the very popular ACT-R theory (Adaptive Control of Thought–Rational) has been developed since the early 1970s by John Anderson [5, 6]. The theory aims to explain how the brain works in a modular way and how these modules interact to make comprehension possible. Applied to language, it means that different parts of a sentence are analyzed by different modules and calculating the meaning of the sentence corresponds to assembling the various pieces of information stored by these different modules [36, 7]. Partly independently, in NLP, since the 1990s chunks also play a major role. As defined by Abney [1], they generally consist of “a single content word surrounded by a constellation of function words, matching a fixed template” (e.g. a noun chunk). These simple units can be described by a context free grammar (CFG), whereas the structure of sentences (or, in other words, the relations between chunks) correspond to more complex schemas that cannot be described by simple CFGs. Blache [15] proposes to apply this theory to parsing. The author proposes an adapted version of the activation function which takes advantage of the representation of linguistic information in terms of low levels features including frequency information. This model subsequently simplifies the analysis of sentences, in accordance with cognitive models.

A related line of research also based on the ACT-R theory investigate the notion of comprehension by focusing on comprehension difficulty [53]. There is a consensus in the comprehension community to explain comprehension with the support of two main notions: memory and expectation. Memory refers to the ability to store information and bring it to the front whenever necessary. Expectation refers to the pre-determination of a lexical category depending on the context. Levy [53] discusses memory considerations using the following examples:

1. This is the malt that the rat that the cat that the dog worried killed ate
2. This is the malt that was eaten by the rat that was killed by the cat that was worried by the dog

Whereas the first sentence is hard to understand, the second is a lot easier even if formed by the same grammar rule applied iteratively. Different hypotheses have been provided to explain this phenomenon, like the large number of incomplete and nested syntactic relationships that must be stored in the brain. Levy shows that this phenomenon is more complex than it seems, and complexity also depends on the kind of structure used, on the arguments of the sentence and on the distance between elements in memory.

Levy [53] discusses expectation in terms of a traditional task in cognitive science that consists in completing the end of unfinished sentences and measure to what extent continuing the sentence can be predicted by humans. Let us take the two following sentences:

3. The boat passed easily under the —

4. Rita slowly walked down the shaky —

The first sentence provides a strongly predictive context (leading the speaker to generally propose “bridge” to complete the sentence) whereas the second sentence is more open, which is shown by a greater variety of answers and a longer time on average to complete the sentence.

Recently, several researchers have proposed models combining memory and expectation in order to measure comprehension difficulty [17]. One of the main ideas is to measure complexity through large scale PCFG (probabilistic context-free grammar) that can capture both dimensions of the problem [38]. These researchers have thus established a direct link between computational models and cognitive issues in language processing, providing a sound basis for empirical research. However, it should be pointed out that the results obtained are not always consistent with evidence from other kinds of studies, especially EEG (electroencephalogram) or eye-tracking studies [28]. The link between these different models deserves more attention.

### 2.2 Language acquisition

One of the big puzzles in science is how children learn their native languages reliably and in a short period of time. Languages are complex systems, with very large vocabularies with morphologically and derivationally inflected forms. Moreover, words from this vocabulary can be combined with a diverse inventory of syntactic constructions specific to the target language to convey some meaning in a particular context. In short, children have to learn to segment sounds associating forms and meanings to individual lexical items, a processing system to generate and comprehend sentences, along with pragmatic and social skills to use language in an acceptable manner in different contexts [43]. Yet children are typically exposed to sentences that are “propositionally simple, limited in vocabulary, slowly and carefully enunciated, repetitive, deictic, and usually
referring to the here and now" [92]. So how can children based on this data arrive at a mature state that is so sophisticated? What are the precise mechanisms involved in acquiring a language? Are they specific to language or are they general-purpose learning mechanisms? How much do learners know about languages prior to exposure to a specific language? How much exposure to language is needed for successful learning? There are many questions related to language acquisition, and computational modelling has been used as a methodology for addressing some of them [31, 95, 8, 48]. Computational models usually include five components whose degree of complexity varies according to the particular focus of the research [10]:

(i) The first is a definition of what is being learned, in this case a language, and any specific subtasks, such as word segmentation [19, 51, 29], morphology [79, 51] or syntax [11, 20, 88, 96, 89, 48, 97].

(ii) The second component defines the available hypotheses that the learning model can formulate, that is, the hypothesis space that needs to be considered for learning [23, 13, 96]. The trajectory of the learner in this space is driven by the input data towards the target language.

(iii) Additionally it is necessary to define the learning environment that the model is exposed to. This may include the order and the frequency with which the data occurs in the environment, along with any (correct or incorrect) clues about whether the data belonging to the target language or not [13, 50, 73].

(iv) The fourth component is a definition of the updating procedure for the learner’s hypotheses along with any restrictions involved. This procedure determines how conservative the learner is in changing the current hypothesis [68, 21, 13].

(v) The last is a definition of success in the task. The model needs to be evaluated according to a definition of successful learning that indicates when the target language has been successfully acquired. Success criteria include those defined by learning paradigms like Identification in the Limit [37], Probably Approximately Correct learning [87] and the Minimum Description Length principle [78].

One of the challenges with research in this area is that in general we have only very limited and often indirect access to the neural regions involved in language production and understanding, especially during the language acquisition period, and this is usually restricted to the output product. Corpora containing naturalistic language acquisition data from transcripts of child-directed and child-produced speech have been used as the basis for research in the area. They include data from longitudinal studies, following the same child for several years and allowing the investigation of different developmental stages. There are also latitudinal studies that include various children of particular age groups, and
these may help to avoid any individual bias from personal language traits. Initiatives like CHILDES \cite{57} have provided repositories for language acquisition data for over 25 languages, some with additional information from part-of-speech taggers and parsers \cite{80, 91}, others providing audio and video recordings with the transcripts.

The availability of language acquisition data brings an enormous potential for the “in-vitro” testing of different theories of acquisition via simulations in computational models \cite{88, 75, 48, 82}. For instance, there has been much interest in Hierarchical Bayesian models and their application to child language acquisition \cite{76, 42, 71, 72}. Much of their appeal comes from being able to handle noise and ambiguity in the input data, while also accounting for known pre-existing language biases via prior probabilities. They have been applied to the acquisition of word segmentation \cite{74, 77}, verb alternations \cite{76, 72, 90}, argument structure \cite{2}, multiword expressions \cite{66}, among other tasks.

\subsection{Clinical Conditions}

As many clinical conditions have an impact on language abilities, computational methods have also been used as tools to investigate possible language changes associated with these pathologies. For example, Alzheimer’s Disease, which affects millions of people around the world, has from its early stages a noticeable impact on lexical search and retrieval processes. The use of computational methods that allow the creation of synthetic simulations compatible with this condition may contribute to an early diagnosis by helping to distinguish changes that are triggered by the disease from those that arise as a natural consequence of aging.

One promising line of investigation uses concepts from graph theory \cite{93} to model the lexicon as a complex network where words or concepts correspond to nodes and are connected to one another by specific relations, such as proximity in a sentence or synonymy \cite{83, 27}. Measures like the clustering coefficient of the network, the number of connected components and the average length of the shortest path between pairs of nodes have been used to determine characteristics of networks in healthy and clinical cases \cite{22, 9}, in studies related to semantic storage and the mechanisms that operate on it \cite{27, 64} and in investigations that use simulations of changes that lead from healthy to clinical networks \cite{16}. For example, starting from networks of semantic priming in healthy subjects Borge-Holthoefer et al. \cite{16} simulated the evolution to a clinical condition through changes in network connectivity that led to a progressive degradation of the network structure that has qualitative agreement with real observations of clinical patients with Alzheimers Disease.

Resources such as MRC Psycholinguistic Dataset \cite{26}, WordNet \cite{32}, or the University of South Florida Free Association Norms \cite{65} provide additional information for analyzing language data. They include characteristics like the familiarity, concreteness and age of acquisition of the words as well as the se-

\footnote{http://childes.psy.cmu.edu}
mantic similarity or association strength among them. However, since these resources have limited coverage and are not available for all languages, some alternatives are to also use data-driven methods to automatically extract relevant information from corpora, and to employ crowdsourcing for additional judgements [60, 69, 40, 47]. For instance, distributional semantic models [55, 49] capture semantic relatedness among words, and they have been found to successfully explain human performance in semantic priming tasks. Moreover, the more recent models based on neural networks [61] provided a better fit to the behavioral data [58].

Extensive, accurate, and fast detection of patients in early stages of pathological conditions has enormous potential for maximizing the effectiveness of treatments while minimizing their costs, and computational methods can contribute toward this goal.

2.4 The origins of language and language evolution

Investigations on the origins of language have long been the focus of much interest for centuries. They have examined questions that range from determining the biological mechanisms involved with language production and understanding, to how languages evolved into their contemporary variants [14, 39, 12]. These problems have been considered some of the hardest in science [24], given the uniqueness and complexity of the human language and the lack of empirical evidence.

According to Hauser et al. [39], the way forward for empirical work involves combined efforts from:

- comparative animal behavior, looking at natural communication and artificial languages,
- paleontology and archaeology, examining structural characteristics of skulls and bones that can be linked to brain functions,
- molecular biology, mapping genes to complex behavior, and
- mathematical modeling of computations and representations.

In particular, the latter allow the definition of complex simulations involving populations of linguistic agents which interact with one another to try to approximate possible scenarios for the emergence of language. Language is seen as a complex adaptive system that may be affected by variables like the learning algorithms adopted and the communicative efficiency of competing alternatives, in addition to factors like language contact between different populations and population size. These need to be realistic models of how phonological, syntactic and semantic representations arose and were selected for in populations, with the possibility of testing their assumptions with regards to plausibility [39].
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4Discussions on the topic were even banned for a while by the Linguistic Society of Paris in the 19th century [44].
3 Content and Structure of the book

The chapters in this collection present different aspects of research on computational models of language and cognition. They display a cross-section of recent research in the area, covering the spectrum from theoretical considerations and formalizations to more applied models and the construction of applications and resources.

The chapters in the first part of the book describe works that analyze psycholinguistic data using neural and cognitive language processing. Recordings of brain activity data are one of the most direct reflections of the states and processes involved in language processing, and when analyzed in the light of cognitive and linguistic theories they can provide insights about functions and architecture of the language faculty. The first chapter “Decoding Language from the Brain” by Brian Murphy, Leila Wehbe and Alona Fyshe provides an overview of recent works that use computational modeling of language and of brain activity. They start with a discussion of how patterns of electrophysiological activity have been associated with sentence processing difficulties and language complexity. For words, they describe how computational models can distinguish relevant aspects of brain activity for word meaning from noise using distributional semantic theory. Looking at syntax, they examine how lexical units are combined to form short phrases and how existing theories of language characterize the representations produced by compositional processes. They finish with a discussion of experiments that use more natural language understanding tasks for a more holistic and realistic language processing.

The second chapter entitled “Light-and-Deep Parsing: a Cognitive Model of Sentence Processing” by Philippe Blache provides an overview of language processing from various perspectives, including neurolinguistics with findings from electrophysiological studies. On this basis, the author argues for an alternative to the classical architectures involving modular and serial processing, that takes into account language as a whole. He proposes a new representation for linguistic information, based on properties. For basic properties that are assessable in a simple and direct manner, the default processing mechanism based on light parsing is applied. This mechanism stores words in working memory, assembles them into chunks, infers properties and activates constructions, resulting in fast even if shallow processing and direct access to interpretation. For more complex cases, a deeper processing needs to be adopted with classical strictly incremental and serial interpretation that is compositionally constructed from a syntactic structure.

The computational modeling of clinical groups in psycholinguistic tasks can also provide insights about the language faculty, by characterizing how particular conditions affect language use. In the final chapter of this section “Graph Theory applied to speech: Insights on cognitive deficit diagnosis and dream research” by Natália Bezerra Mota, Mauro Copelli and Sidarta Ribeiro, graph theory is used for a structural analysis of the language used by clinical groups, represented as networks, beyond what a lexical analysis would reveal, to help in the psychiatric diagnosis of psychoses and dementias. The first study examines
how networks representing the flow of thoughts of Bipolar and Schizophrenic patients are able to distinguish clinical from control groups based on their verbal reports of dreams or waking events. A second study looks at the use of networks representing a verbal fluency task. They model a group of clinical participants diagnosed with Alzheimer’s dementia, another with Moderate Cognitive Impairment, and a third of healthy elderly participants. Based on topological analysis of the networks it was possible to distinguish these three groups.

The chapters in the second part of the book are related to the use of data-driven methods for acquiring information from large amounts of language, in tasks ranging from translation, inference about semantic roles, native language identification, and speech segmentation. The first chapter, “Putting Linguistics back into Computational Linguistics” by Martin Kay discusses the place of knowledge about languages and speakers in computational linguistics and natural language processing. For Kay communication is a collaborative task that involves the hearer guessing the speaker’s intentions. He argues that it is not enough to examine large quantities of texts to discover all we need to know about languages. The referential function of language should also be taken into account, both for a better understanding of the human language ability and for language technology. Looking at the case of translation, he analyzes the advantages of doing that comparing the syntactic and pragmatic traditions of translation. The former uses information about lexical correspondences in source and target language and possibly the reordering of words, which can be learned from huge quantities of data using statistical approaches. The latter starts from what the original author wants to communicate and finds a way of expressing it in the target language sometimes independently of the words and phrases in the source text, and possibly making implicit information in the source explicit in the target, if important to convey the message.

In the second chapter, entitled“A Distributional Model of Verb-Specific Semantic Roles Inferences”, Gianluca Lebani and Alessandro Lenci start with an overview of research on acquisition and representation of thematic roles, where roles describe the relation of each of the arguments of a verb in the event or situation it expresses. Adopting the view of thematic roles as clusters of properties entailed by verb arguments, they use evidence from behavioral data to define a more fine-grained characterization of the properties activated by a verb, focusing on a subset of English verbs, and examine to what extent these properties can be acquired from corpus based distributional data.

The following chapter in this section is “Native Language Identification Using Large, Longitudinal Data”, by Xiao Jiang, Yan Huang, Yufan Guo, Jeroen Geertzen, Dora Alexopoulou, Lin Sun and Anna Korhonen. As mentioned in its title, this chapter deals with the automatic identification of the native language of second language learners. This has theoretical consequences, especially to determine to what extent L1 backgrounds influences L2 learning and “whether there is a significant difference between the writings of L2 learners across different L1 backgrounds”. This research domain has also immediate and practical applications for example in language tutoring systems and authorship profiling. The chapter offers new insights based on a new corpus, called the EF-Cambridge
Open English Learner Database (EFCAMDAT), which is multiple times larger than previous L2 corpora and provides longitudinal data across 16 proficiency levels. The system for native language identification presented in the paper employs accurate machine learning (SVM) with a wide range of linguistic features. The authors report high overall accuracy of around 80% at low and medium proficiency levels, and 70% at advanced levels, and the detailed analysis show that the top performing features differ from one proficiency level to another, which a fine grained analysis is necessary to take into account the difference of the various learner proficiency.

The last chapter in this section is entitled “Evaluating language acquisition models: A utility-based look at Bayesian segmentation”, by Lisa Pearl and Lawrence Phillips. The authors address the problem of evaluation in an unsupervised domain, especially when we have an imperfect knowledge of this domain. The problem is even more difficult when it comes to child language acquisition due to “uncertainty about the exact nature of the target linguistic knowledge and a lack of empirical evidence about children’s knowledge at specific stages in development”. The idea of a gold standard for language acquisition is thus not realistic. The rest of the paper investigate this issue through the study of initial stages of speech segmentation, where a fluent stream of speech is divided by the learner into useful units, such as words. The authors show that segmentation based on Bayesian models, which has proven successful for English, also obtains good results for a variety of other languages. This is particularly true if a relevant segmentation (“useful and valid non-word units”) is taken into account, which can be quite different that the traditional gold standard based on written word segmentation. The authors conclude by showing that “this serves as a general methodological contribution about the definition of segmentation success, especially when we consider that useful units may vary across the world’s languages”.

The third and last part of the book deals with social issues in language evolution. Most people admit that the primary goal of languages is to make it possible for humans to communicate and easily exchange even the more complex ideas. What is not so clear is why there are so many languages around the world, how and why these languages constantly evolve, change and even disappear. This section provide theoretical as well as practical accounts and also consider how computational models can shed new light on this complex issue.

The first chapter in this section, by Anne Reboul, is “Social Evolution of public languages: between Rousseau’s Eden and Hobbes’ Leviathan”. She observes that nearly all models of language evolution rely on social scenarios, where language is the main tool for specific purposes like hunting, sexual selection or tool making. Moreover, apart from when language is seen as primarily a mental tool, all hypotheses involve some social dimension. The question addressed in this chapter is whether “the social pressure leading to the emergence of language is due to prosocial attitudes” (the cooperative/altruistic hypothesis) “or to an arms race motivated by inside group competition and conflict”. The scenarios range between altruistic scenarios (Rousseauist scenario) or more conflictual ones, where competition comes before cooperation (the Hobbesian
scenario). In the rest of her chapter, Reboul criticizes the idea that language is a communication system in the strong sense: language did not emerge primarily for communication. Instead, the author shows convincingly that negotiation and persuasion are more important. In this context, language is not only a tool for communication but also a perfect tool for implicit communication and argumentation. The chapter is based on recent theories of communication and argumentation and shed new light on a hot topic in the domain.

The following chapter, “Genetic biases affecting language: What do computer models and experimental approaches suggest?” is by Rick Janssen and Dan Dediu. The authors observe that language evolution as an area has been highly inspired by biological models of evolution. Moreover computational models have shown in practice how specific features can be amplified from generation to generation, leading to preferential selection of characteristic language feature like recursion, compositionally and other universal features. In these models the evolution of languages is based on specific biological characteristics of the human species, encoded in the human genome, but that “agents might evolve to a state of predisposed adaptability, while particularly stable language features might get assimilated into the genome via Baldwinian niche construction”. Although this issue is largely controversial, it may be considered as a valid alternative to the adaptation of language specific features, “for example explaining speech perception as a possible co-option of more general learning and pattern recognition mechanisms”. The authors claim that the evolution of language cannot be explained solely from a biological perspective and that social interaction must also been taken into account. Computational and agent-based models give a sound basis for this thesis that deserves to be exposed and discussed among researchers.

The last chapter in this section, by Remi Van Trijp is entitled “Linguistic Assessment Criteria for Explaining Language Change: A Case Study on Syncretism in German Definite Articles”. The author addresses ambiguity in natural languages and argues that it may lead to greater efficiency in language processing. The claim is supported by a case study on the German declension system. The author proposes a formalization that shows case syncretism is “efficiently processed as long as the case forms are still in functional opposition of each other”. Syncretism and ambiguity should thus be studied within the whole linguistic system or “linguistic eco-system” according to the author of the chapter.
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